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ABSTRACT 

Essentially, Rabindranath Tagore is a poet and his short stories are also inspired by 

this emblematic conviction. That is how his short stories are one more way of expressing his 

songs and poetry. Tagore had written poetic but candid short stories. Love and Nature are 

imperative in his short stories also. They are expressed in different forms in his stories. In the 

world of Tagore’s short stories, this feature of love is more in focus than the realization of it. 

It can be professed from his stories that the social reality is the obstruction in attaining love or 

delight in life and Children as well as women are real victim of this cruel fact. Children lose 

their innocence and women’s dignity and aspirations are disdained. Women and child 

characters in the short stories of Tagore linger longest in the minds of the readers. Tagore was 

interested in children and their education; he was against the prevailing system of education 

and upbringing, which destroyed their personality and made them slaves of text books, with 

the school as their prison-house. His child characters are active and fully involved in their 

child-like activities. The child characters painted in Tagore’s stories have different shades of 

maturity, but as children they are helpless in certain astute affairs of life and dependent on so 

called grownups and their sympathy. The pathos that they arouse in readers is realistic and 

eternal. The conflict of their innocence with the evil or cunningness of this world is the 

substantial theme in his stories and the central idea of this paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Creative writing is the aesthetic expression of the heart that senses and the mind that 

contemplates. There is the eternal delight felt by the reader and creator after the initiation into 

this ingenious world. Rabindranath Tagore explains in his essay ‘Art and Tradition’ that Art 

is not a gorgeous sepulcher, serenely brooding over a lonely and lost eternity of vanished 

years. It belongs rather to the procession of life, exploring unknown shrines of reality along 

with its pilgrimage to a future which is as different from the past as the tree is different from 

the seed. (Ghose, Makers of Indian Literature, 106) The veracity exquisitely enunciated by 

art is not piercing but it is redemptive because art bridges the implicit fissure between 
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authentic and fictional world. The self-expressive urge of creator crafts the creation. 

According to Tagore, Art or Literature: “expresses our fullness of being, our plentitude. It 

reveals that aspect of our personality which overflows in excess of all our creaturely needs 

and exhausted by all pressures of practical living. It is this excess in which man is most truly 

revealed.” (Sharma, Ravindranath Tagore’s Aesthetics, 06) This truly revealed man in Tagore 

is some convoluted unity of human being, Nature and spirit. This union in Tagore’s literature 

imparts joy by making the reader’s consciousness prosperous. Thus, Tagore is the 

distinguishing writer of all the times in this world. He was a poet, theorist, and a philosopher 

too, who reinvigorated Bengali as well as Indian Literature. The author of Gitanjali and the 

winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1913 had an enchanting personality. His creativity 

is incomparable. This creativity and sensibility are successfully expressed in many forms of 

his literature. His poetry, drama, short stories and novel are lyrical, contemporary, 

implicating, and impeccable. His work of art is exceptionally contemplated by him. Tagore’s 

eminent persona is the result of his delightful upbringing. 

Tagore was born May 7, in Kolkata, Bengal, India, which was then under British rule. 

From 1879 to 1880, Tagore attended University College in London, but returned to India 

before completing his studies. At twenty-two, Tagore married his ten-year old child bride. He 

published several volumes of poetry during the 1880s and throughout the 1890s. Tagore 

managed his family estates in rural Bengal. There he encountered the villagers upon whom 

many of his characters are based and many of his most renowned short stories were written 

during this period. In 1901 Tagore found a unique school, combining Indian and Western 

thought and culture. This school became Viswa Bharati University in 1921. During the first 

decade of the new century, Tagore suffered extensive personal tragedy as he confronted the 

deaths of his wife, his father and his children. Tagore was a supporter of the cause for Indian 

national independence from Britain. Indian Culture is inspired by Tagore’s music, songs and 

paintings. He passed away on August 7, 1941. 

Rabindranath Tagore primarily a lyric poet but wrote many short stories because he 

was associated with many periodicals and the readership for those periodicals demanded 

them. While managing ‘zamindari’ he had to mingle with various kinds of village people and 

his story writing was exhilarated by that. That is how Nature also was very much there in his 

writing. Buddhadeva Bose in an essay on Tagore’s stories narrates: ‘All of Bengal can be 

found here. Not only facts but her living soul: we feel her pulse as we turn the pages of 

‘galpguccha’. Her changing seasons, the vital flow of her rivers, her plains, her bamboo 
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groves, her festival canopies and chariots ; her cool, moist, richly fertile fragrance, her 

mischievous, noisy, lively boys and girls; her kind, skilled, intelligent women…’ (Bose, 

Prabandhasamkalam, 60).  

Tagore recognizes that Individual cannot be alienated from society. His stories incite 

individuals to think in terms of society and society prerequisites a change and that is 

anticipated by individuals. William Radice in his Rabindranath Tagore Selected Short 

Stories’ introduction says, “We find in Tagore’s stories ample evidence of his reflections on 

child-marriage and the dowry-system; bigoted orthodoxy or casteism; changing landlord-

tenant relations; the political frustrations of a rising educated class; the growing gulf between 

town and country; ruinous litigation; dehumanizing poverty; cruel and corrupt officials. But 

to find elements of ‘naturalism’ in Tagore’s stories does not seem to get to the heart of his 

realism, which was essentially the realism of feeling”. (Radice, Rabindranath Tagore 

Selected Short Stories, 14) 

That is why he claims that his ‘supernatural’ stories are also not unrealistic. They are 

also full of humor and irony. In many of his stories his characters or narrators are impulsive 

people and later get changed into thoughtful and sensible ones. Radice says that Tagore’s 

capacity for skepticism, mockery, hard-headed rationality and his awareness of grief and 

suffering contribute to his realism.    

According to Dr. Shrikumar Bandhopadhyay, this intriguing world of Tagore’s short 

stories can be divided into four parts: 

1. Love 

2. Strange bondages or connections in social life 

3. The relationship with Nature 

4. The stories which have elements of supernatural (Bhrambhatt, Best Stories of Tagore, 

12) 

‘Bhikharini’ is the first short story published in the magazine ’Bharti’. More than 

eighty four short stories were published in the three parts of ‘Galpguccha’. They were written 

between 1891 and 1895. Tagore continuously wrote short stories almost for sixty four years. 

Content and expression both are different in his every story. Essentially, Tagore is a 

poet and his short stories are also inspired by this emblematic conviction. That is how his 

short stories are one more way of expressing his songs and poetry. Tagore had written poetic 

but candid short stories. Love and Nature are imperative in his short stories also. They are 

expressed in different forms in his stories. 
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In the world of Tagore’s short stories, this feature of love is more in focus than the 

realization of it. It can be professed from his stories that the social reality is the obstruction in 

attaining love or delight in life and Children as well as women are real victim of this cruel 

fact. Children lose their innocence and women’s dignity and aspirations are disdained. 

Women and child characters in the short stories of Tagore linger longest in the minds of the 

readers. Tagore was interested in children and their education; he was against the prevailing 

system of education and upbringing, which destroyed their personality and made them slaves 

of text books, with the school as their prison-house. His child characters are active and fully 

involved in their child-like activities. The child characters painted in Tagore’s stories have 

different shades of maturity, but as children they are helpless towards certain astute affairs 

and dependent on so called grownups and their sympathy. The pathos that they arouse in 

readers is realistic and eternal. The conflict of their innocence with the evil or cunningness of 

this world is the substantial theme in these stories. These children are very often drawn to 

Nature, led by Nature and are spending most of the time in the lap of Nature. Niharranjan 

Ray says that to be one with Nature, one needs to believe that the trivial business of life  are 

beautiful and they are unique mystery, to have complete faith in these and to enjoy life by 

devoting oneself to Nature are the essential qualities of his stories. (Bhrambhatt, Best Stories 

of Tagore, 21) 

‘Nature’s Child’ is one of the stories in this series. The character is one with Nature 

who is not dumb but educated and from prosperous family. This child in Tagore’s story is so 

sensible that he is pained; if at all a flower is also plucked from a plant. Tagore writes that 

saplings with their curled up heads sprouting in sunlight he had no end of interest in 

watching. After growing up when the child asks for the tree’s photo and the tree is cut by the 

uncle and his aunt cannot provide the photo, the child and his aunt are in pain. Here the 

human wise is parodied and the innocence of a child is also persecuted by playacting adults. 

There remains a child in every grown up and when that child is lost, a human being loses 

veracity, compassion, receptivity and the joy of being benevolent. This is poignantly depicted 

in this story. 

Another ideal child of Nature, Tarapada of ‘The Runaway’ is a wanderer. He cannot 

be restrained by human bonds of love. When he was going to be knotted forever with the 

bond of marriage he had no other place to run away. Hence he returned to the ‘arms of his 

Mother earth.’ The spirituality and integrity of a child with Nature in this story is the need of 

the age. Superfluous life is not favored but the simplicity in life is celebrated in this story. 
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The story reflects the self-esteem that is recuperated by being with Nature and it also reveals 

the consciousness of being human which can be developed in the company of Nature. The 

urge of going back to the Mother earth is innate in Tarapada and that is the wisdom in the 

story.   

 When the child has to go away from Nature, the virtue in child is persecuted and that 

is narrated in ‘Kabuliwallah’. When the little Mini grows up and gets married she is hesitant 

meeting the same Kabuliwallah who used to be her friend in childhood. The innocence is 

vanished and the consciousness inculcated by society is not allowing Mini or her father to 

approve of Kabuliwallah. He shows the prints of his daughter’s hands, the father is in tears 

but that does not touch the heart of young girl as she has no memory now of her childhood. 

The avowal of social realities does not allow the human being to create memories of 

childhood is the nuance of the story. 

 Another little boy Ashu in the story ‘The Matronly Boy’ feels ashamed of his child 

like activities because the grown up, a teacher makes fun of it and that is how the day of his 

child play becomes the day of shame in his childhood memories. The child’s innocent play is 

ruined by the discernment of adults and then the child is expected to be docile. The world is 

full of vice and human beings are full of qualms. To collect self-respect in this erratic 

situation requires lots of valor and this bravery can come from man’s perpetual affection with 

his own self but the intricate society allow creating the bond neither with one’s own self nor 

with ‘the other’. The malice is the result of man’s going away from God and Nature and 

getting involved too much in orthodox matters.   

Like Ashu, Phatik Chakrobarti in Tagore’s another short story named ‘Holiday’ is 

again duped by human development. He was happy in his village, the moment he gets 

conscious of his responsibility he decides to leave village for city Kolkata, there is a chaos in 

his life and emotions because of this transition. He loses the capacity for coping with life 

being away from Nature. The finest aspect of Tagore’s story is that he does not say this all 

evidently. The situation is narrated by him and then the text is left to be construed by the 

readers. The last dialogue of Phatik, ‘Mother, my holiday has come now. I’m going home’ 

(Radice, Rabindranath Tagore Selected Short Stories, 112) leaves the reader edgy as one has 

to inescapably go through this pain of valedictory and the phase of alienation and nostalgia in 

life. 

There is also the child’s apprehension and conscience scrupulously echoed in the 

story ‘Castaway’. Nilkanta, the homeless boy is given shelter by a couple Sharat and Kiran. 
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The wife Kiran becomes a mother, sister and a friend to him. Nilkanta could not bear the new 

arrival of Satish (Sharat’s younger brother) in Kiran’s routine and moreover Kiran and her 

husband decide to go back to their native place so Nilkanta is in tears and Satish ridicules it 

so out of jealousy and mockery by that new arrival, Nilkanta steals Satish’s inkstand. He 

cannot say the truth to Kiran and when she comes to know about it, he disappears for he 

could not face her. The innocence of child is destroyed by the insecurities born in him due to 

intrigues played by destiny. The evolving cognizance of Nilkanta doesn’t have any chaperon 

but he is intuitive yet penetrating. This genuineness of child’s nature is illustrated poignantly 

in Castaway. 

 If these stories depict child psychology then the story ‘The Exercise-book’ brings out 

the social realism and agonies of a little girl Uma, who is a prey to the evil practice of child-

marriage. She adores reading and writing but she being a girl isn’t allowed education. She is 

given the exercise book by her brother to scribble her heart in it but it was taken away by her 

husband as the in-laws couldn’t understand her yearning and inquisitiveness for education. It 

is said that the future of the country is shaped by the children of the country. The story incites 

us to contemplate that how much actually can be appended by the educated and matured 

people in the cerebral development of the child of the country. Apart from this, the male 

dominance, as part of the patriarchal system, is also lampooned in this story. To safeguard 

their selfish interests, men do not allow women to have education. Tagore too ended the story 

likewise, ‘Uma never got the exercise-book back again. Pyarimohan also had an exercise 

book full of various subtly barbed essays, but no one was philanthropic enough to snatch his 

book away and destroy it’. (Radice, Rabindranath Tagore Selected Short Stories, 145) 

Most popular story by Tagore is ‘Postmaster’ and it also portrays the innocence of the 

child contrary to the piercing reality of life. The relation between Ratan and Postmaster is of 

care and concern but expecting perpetuity in anything is excruciating. Nothing is impeccable 

in life. Beauty in life comes in fragments. Life’s ambiguity is inescapable. But accepting this 

reality is definitely painful for the small child. Tagore has pertinently revealed this reality 

through the pain felt by little Ratan and he has let the reader realized the grandeur of life 

through this pain which is the heart of Tagore’s art. 

Consequently, child characters play important role in Rabindranath Tagore’s short 

stories. These child characters with their emotional maturity and susceptibility move readers’ 

hearts. Tagore’s communion with Nature, his identification with man, his general preference 

for reality, his emphasis on theme rather than the plot and on the intricacies of character 
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rather than intrigues, set these stories apart. Tagore can visualize the contradictions in life, 

which help him projecting stories objectively. The way Tagore narrates the short stories and 

other techniques of dramatic particularization with certain thoughtfulness and depth he 

achieves result in terms of complex characterization and concentrated richness of the subject-

matter.   

Rabindranath Tagore has the gift of astonishment which has enabled his words to be 

on paper for children. Tagore has abiding faith in the splendor of life, he is pained by cruelty 

and falsehood and for him love and truth can solve all the problems of life. These are the 

values which are there in the world of children and grown up as well. Lila Majmudar says, 

“Children are not thought as undeveloped and unintelligent little models of adults by Tagore. 

Child characters in Tagore’s stories are tender, sensitive, generous, imaginative- sometimes 

fierce and often sad. They are mostly misunderstood and cannot fit into the daily pattern of an 

ordinary cheerful child’s life. But that does not make them unreal.” (Radhakrishnan, 

Rabindranath Tagore, 172). 

The insightful artist in Tagore has known the reticent emotions and covert dreams of 

children. There are many stories in which neither the subject nor the character is in tune with 

exultant or vigorous childhood yet the naïveté and lyrical quality of the stories are read time 

and again by children and grown up. The themes in the stories may not be juvenile but they 

are illuminating and appealing in nature, providing the wisdom for budding minds. These 

stories deal with perpetual elements like beauty and nature, joy and sorrow, love and hate, 

hope and despair. Through these children characters he had given the essential part of his 

philosophy of life. Even when he conveyed his intangible ideas, they never failed to register 

themselves in the reader’s mind. Tagore believed in the aptitude and attitude of young minds. 

This belief in youth is the need of the hour too.  
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